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Biased Random Walk by Stochastic Fluctuations of
Chemoattractant-Receptor Interactions at the Lower Limit of Detection

Peter J. M. van Haastert* and Marten Postmay

*Department of Molecular Cell Biology, University of Groningen, 9751NN Haren, The Netherlands; and yDepartment of Physiology,
Development and Neuroscience, Cambridge University, Cambridge CB2 3DY, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT Binding of ligand to its receptor is a stochastic process that exhibits fluctuations in time and space. In chemotaxis,
this leads to a noisy input signal. Therefore, in a gradient of chemoattractant, the cell may occasionally experience a ‘‘wrong’’
gradient of occupied receptors. We obtained a simple equation for Ppos, the probability that half of the cell closest to the source of
chemoattractant has higher receptor occupancy than the opposite half of the cell. Ppos depends on four factors, the gradient
property =C=

ffiffiffiffi
C
p

; the receptor characteristic Rt=KD; a time-averaging constant I, and nonreceptor noise sB. We measured
chemotaxis of Dictyostelium cells to known shallow gradients of cAMP and obtained direct estimates for these constants.
Furthermore, we observed that in shallow gradients, the measured chemotaxis index is correlated with Ppos, which suggests that
chemotaxis in shallow gradients is a pure biased random walk. From the observed chemotaxis and derived time-averaging
constant, we deduce that the gradient transducing second messenger has a lifetime of 2–8 s and a diffusion rate constant of
;1 mm2/s. Potential candidates for such second messengers are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Chemotaxis is a pivotal response of many cell types to

external spatial cues. It plays important roles in diverse

functions such as finding nutrients in prokaryotes, forming

multicellular structures in protozoa, tracking bacterial infec-

tions in neutrophils, and organizing the embryonic cells in

metazoa (1–3). Chemotaxis is achieved by coupling gradient

sensing to basic cell movement. Whereas prokaryotes are too

small (;1 mm) to sense spatial gradients and therefore rely

on temporal changes of the chemoattractant concentration,

eukaryotes are large enough (10–20 mm) to process spatial

gradients as well as temporal gradients. Prokaryotes adjust

their tumbling frequency in response to temporal changes of

the chemoattractant concentration (4,5). In eukaryotes, the

difference in receptor occupation across the cell body leads

to pseudopod extension directed toward the higher concen-

tration in a chemical gradient (6,7).

In Dictyostelium cells, extracellular cAMP functions as

chemoattractant that is detected by specific G-protein coupled

surface receptors. Cells are able to sense the cAMP gradient

over a wide range of concentrations from 0.1 nM to 10 mM,

with concentration differences of only 1–5% across the cell

(8,9). A significant chemotactic response is induced at a

threshold close to 0.5 nM cAMP with a gradient of 9%.

Dictyostelium cells have ;40,000 cAMP receptors with a

dissociation constant (KD) that is ;100 nM, implying that at

threshold concentrations, ;200 receptors are occupied in

total. Since the cells are ;10 mm in size and receptors are

distributed homogeneously around the cell (10), at the

threshold gradient the front half of the cell has ;5 more

occupied receptors than the back half of the cell. Binding of

cAMP to the receptor is a stochastic process and therefore

fluctuates in time, and consequently will vary in space as well.

At these low threshold concentrations, the receptor occu-

pancy statistics can be approximated by a Poisson distribution

(11). The standard deviation in receptor occupancy then

equals the square root of the mean receptor occupancy. Thus

at threshold chemotaxis with an average occupancy of ;200

receptors/cell, the fluctuation around the mean is ;14 re-

ceptors/cell, whereas the difference between front and back

half of the cell is only ;5 receptors/cell. Such fluctuations of

input signals have been observed by single molecule imaging

of cAMP-binding to living Dictyostelium cells (11). How

does the chemotactic system obtain reliable information

regarding the cAMP gradient with these noisy inputs? This

question is critical, because the downstream gain present

in chemotactic signaling will amplify small changes in cAMP

concentration, and such systems will therefore amplify the

noise as well.

Berg and Purcell (12), and more recently Bialek and

Setayeshgar (13), have shown that statistical fluctuations

limit the precision by which a cell, in a given time T, can

determine the concentration of a chemoattractant in the sur-

rounding medium. They have shown that the transduction

time acts as time averaging the input signal, which will

reduce transducer noise. For leukocytes, a stochastic model

has been proposed based on the small fluctuations in turning

direction at the front of the cell, which has an intrinsic po-

larity axis (14–16). However, Dictyostelium and many other

amoeboid cells are not polarized in buffer. At these con-

ditions, the direction in which a new pseudopod is extended

is only slightly correlated with the direction of a previous
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pseudopod, and cell tracks essentially have the characteris-

tics of a random walk (17–19). In a gradient of chemo-

attractant, pseudopodia can still be formed in all directions,

but it occurs more frequently in the direction of the gradient.

In such a biased random walk, noise is an intrinsic property

of chemoreception.

We have analyzed Dictyostelium chemotaxis in shallow

cAMP gradients where noise is a more dominant component

of the signal transduction cascade, and derived an equation for

the probability that the cell experience a higher receptor

occupancy at the side of the cell closest to the chemoattractant

source than at the opposite side of the cell. This probability is

called Ppos, and includes experimental estimates of the noise

and time-averaging period. We observed that the measured

chemotaxis index is directly proportional to Ppos, suggesting

that chemotaxis in shallow gradients is a pure biased random

walk.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and growth conditions

The wild-type Dictyostelium discoideum strain AX3 was used in all

experiments. Cells were grown in shaking culture in HG5 medium (contains

per liter: 14.3 g oxoid peptone, 7.15 g bacto yeast extract, 1.36 g

Na2HPO4�12H2O, 0.49 g KH2PO4, 10.0 g glucose) at a density between 5 3

105 and 6 3 106 cells/ml. Cells were harvested by centrifugation for 3 min at

300 g, washed in phosphate buffer (PB) (10 mM KH2PO4/Na2HPO4, pH

6.5) and starved in PB in 6-well plates (Nunc) for 5 h. Cells were then

resuspended in PB, centrifuged and washed once in PB, and resuspended in

PB at a density of 5 3 106 cells/ml.

Chemotaxis

Three assays were used to quantify chemotaxis. In the pipette assay, a

droplet of ;0.5 ml of the cell suspension was placed on a microscope glass

slide. Cells were allowed to adhere to that glass for 15 min, and then cells

were stimulated with a micropipette. The Eppendorf femtotip, filled with

different concentrations of cAMP, was placed just above the glass surface

and cAMP was released at a pressure of 25 hPa. Cells were monitored by

phase contrast microscopy and images were captured every 10 s during 20

min. The formation of the cAMP gradient was deduced from experiments in

which the fluorescent dye Lucifer yellow was mixed with cAMP in the

pipette. The fluorescence intensity at different distances of the pipette was

recorded using a confocal fluorescent microscope in pixel elements (0.404 3

0.404 mm), and calibrated using the fluorescence intensity of a diluted

Lucifer Yellow added homogeneously to the bath. The results (data not

shown) reveal that the gradient is formed very fast (the time at which half-

maximal equilibrium is reached was ;10–20 s), and follows Eq. A1 at

distances from the pipette beyond 15 mm. From these experiments, we

obtained the portionality constant of Eq. A1, a ¼ 0.05.

The second chemotaxis assay employs a modified Zigmond chamber

(20). On a microscope slide, a glass bridge of 24 3 2 mm was places on top

of two supporting glass strips with thickness 0.15 mm. Cells were places

under the bridge. A block of agar containing only PB buffer was placed at

one side of the bridge, while a block of agar containing cAMP and buffer

was placed at the other side. A gradient of cAMP was formed under the bridge.

Cells were observed by phase contrast microscopy in an area of 350 3 270

mm at a distance of 700 mm from the agar block containing cAMP, and

images were captured every 10 s during 20 min. The dye bromophenol blue

was used to follow the formation of the cAMP gradient (20).

The small population assay was used as the third chemotaxis assay (8,21).

Droplets of ;0.1 ml of 5-h starved cells (6 3 106 cells/ml) were placed on

nonnutrient hydrophobic agar (11 mMKH2PO4, 2.8 mM Na2HPO4, 7 g/l

hydrophobic agar). Chemotaxis toward cAMP was tested by placing a

second 0.1 ml droplet, with the indicated concentration of cAMP, next to the

droplet of cells. The distance between the droplets, defined by the distance

between the center of the cAMP-containing droplet and the closest edge of

the cell-containing droplet, was either 250 or 650 mm. The distribution of the

cells in the droplet was observed, and scored positive when at least twice as

many cells were pressed against the side of the higher cAMP concentration

as against the other side of the droplet. Recorded was the fraction of droplets

scored positive.

The motile behavior of cells in spatial gradients of cAMP was analyzed

using computer-assisted methods previously described (22). Briefly, images

of the pipette assay and the modified Zigmond assay were used to determine

the contour of the cell and the position of the cell centroid. Chemotactic

index, defined as the distance moved in the direction of the cAMP gradient

divided by the total distance moved, was computed from the centroid

positions for each subsequent image, and averaged for each cell over at least

20 images. Reported were the means and standard error of the means of at

least 30 cells from two or three experiments.

RESULTS

Chemotaxis at different gradients of cAMP

Three different assays were used to measure the chemotactic

response of Dictyostelium cells: a micropipette assay, a

modified Zigmond chamber, and the small population assay.

The equation for the formation of cAMP gradients around

the cell are presented in the Appendix We measured the

chemotaxis index (C) toward a pipette with buffer and

obtained C ¼ 0.01 6 0.05 based on n ¼ 24 (mean 6 SE),

which is statistically equal to zero. The threshold gradient for

chemotaxis is defined as the smallest gradient that yields a

chemotaxis index that is statistically significant above this

value in buffer. With n ¼ 24 and P , 0.01, the threshold

chemotaxis index is close to C ¼ 0.2.

We have determined the chemotaxis index of cells at

different distances from the pipette, demonstrating that cells

exhibit significant chemotaxis as far as 700 mm from a

pipette filled with 10�4 M cAMP (Fig. 1 A). A half-maximal

chemotaxis response (C ¼ 0.5) is observed at ;300 mm

from the pipette. When the pipette contains lower concen-

trations of cAMP, cells far away from the pipette no longer

respond, but closer to the pipette cells still exhibit significant

chemotaxis. In the modified Zigmond chamber, cells are

deposited under a 2 mm wide glass bridge. A cAMP gradient

is formed by placing agar blocks with buffer on one side of

the bridge and an agar block with cAMP on the other side

(20). Cells are observed at a distance of ;700 mm from the

source. Using 1 mM cAMP in the source block, the gradient

is 0.5 nM/mm at a mean cAMP concentration of 660 nM,

yielding a concentration difference of ;0.7% over the cell

length. This gradient induced a chemotaxis index of ;0.7

(Fig. 1 B). The chemotaxis index becomes smaller when the

cAMP concentration in the source block is reduced. At

10 nM cAMP, the threshold chemotaxis index of ;0.2 is
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observed, whereas the chemotaxis index is statistically in-

distinguishable from zero at a concentration of 1 nM cAMP.

The small population assay scores the chemotactic response

of a population of cells toward a cAMP source that has been

applied at some distance away as a single dose. When the

cAMP and Dictyostelium droplets are placed close together

(x¼ 250 mm), significant chemotaxis is detected at 3–10 nM

cAMP in the droplet. A half-maximal response is induced by

30 nM cAMP, whereas the response saturates at 1 mM cAMP

in the droplet (Fig. 1 B). When the distance between cAMP

and cells is increased to x ¼ 650 mm, ;100-fold higher

cAMP concentrations are required to induce a chemotactic

response with similar strength as with x ¼ 250 mm.

Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions of the

assays where we observed a threshold chemotaxis of C ¼
0.2. Equations A1–A6 of the Appendix were used to cal-

culate the concentration and spatial gradient around the cell,

showing that a threshold chemotactic response can be in-

duced at a 60-fold difference in cAMP concentrations and

fourfold difference in spatial gradient, depending on the

assay used. The number of occupied receptors per cell was

calculated, as well as the difference of occupied receptors

between the front and back half of the cell. Chemotaxis can

be induced when the difference between the front and back

of the cell is as little as five occupied receptors when only

0.3% of the receptors are occupied with cAMP. At higher

cAMP concentrations, when ;7% of the receptors are oc-

cupied, the difference between the front and back is still only

10 occupied receptors. These experimental data clearly show

that threshold chemotaxis can be obtained at different mag-

nitudes of the spatial gradient and absolute concentration,

which will be used below to derive estimates of the noise

parameters for chemotaxis.

Receptor noise leading to biased random walk at
threshold chemotaxis

The cell measures the cAMP gradient by means of surface

cAMP receptors. The input signal is a spatial cAMP gradient,

which is detected by the cell as the difference of occupied

receptors between the front and back half of the cell, DR*.

In shallow gradients (,10% across the cell), DR* is given

approximately (see the Appendix A7) by

DR
� ¼ Rt

4

DC

C 1 KD

; (1)

where DC is the cAMP concentration difference between the

front and back of the cell, Rt is the number of receptors

(40,000/cell), and KD is the dissociation constant of the

receptor (100 nM).

The interaction between cAMP and its receptor has

been investigated in vivo by single molecule detection,

demonstrating that the interaction is stochastic (11). Random

association and dissociation reactions of cAMP-receptor

interactions inevitably leads to fluctuations in the number of

occupied receptors, and consequently receptor activation is

noisy. The noise in the chemotactic system due to fluctua-

tions in receptors occupancy follows binomial statistics, de-

pending on the number of occupied and unoccupied receptors.

When the chemotactic system time averages the receptor oc-

cupancy over a characteristic sampling time T, the variance of

the number of occupied receptors after sampling (s2
R�F

) at low

cAMP concentrations (C , KD) is given by (see the Appendix)

s
2

R
�
F
¼ R

�

I
; (2)

where I is introduced as the sampling fold, which indicates

how often a receptor measures the cAMP concentration in

the time T. The sampling fold I is given by

I ¼ T

2tR

1� tR

T
1� e�

T
tR

� �h i�1

; (3)

FIGURE 1 Chemotactic activity of Dictyostelium cells toward cAMP. (A)

Cells were stimulated with micropipettes containing different concentrations

of cAMP as indicated. (B) Chemotaxis with the small population assay at

different distances between cells and cAMP as indicated, or with the bridge

assay, a modified Zigmond chamber. The results shown are the means of at

least three independent experiments.
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where at low cAMP concentrations tR ¼ 1=k�1; which

denotes the lifetime of the cAMP-receptor complex.

Besides noise due to fluctuations in the cAMP-receptor

interaction, the system will also contain nonreceptor noise,

originating from fluctuations in the second messenger system

downstream of the receptor. This nonreceptor noise sB will

increase the variance and reduce the accuracy by which the

spatial gradient can be detected.

The signal/noise ratio (SNR) is then given by

SNR ¼ DR
�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s
2

B 1 s
2

R
�
F

q ¼

DCRt

4KDffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s

2

B 1
CRt

KDI

r : (4)

Note that in the absence of nonreceptor noise (i.e., sB ¼ 0)

Eq. 4 reduces to

SNR ¼ DCffiffiffiffi
C
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rt

16KD

r ffiffi
I
p
: (5)

Thus, SNR consists of four parts: nonreceptor noise sB, the

cAMP gradient property DC=
ffiffiffiffi
C
p

; receptor propertyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rt=16KD

p
; and the sampling fold

ffiffi
I
p
: The SNR increases,

i.e., the gradient is measured more accurately, when non-

receptor noise sB is smaller, when the spatial cAMP gradient

DC is steeper at lower average cAMP concentration C, when

the number of receptors Rt or the affinity of the receptors for

cAMP K�1
D increase, or when the sampling fold I increases.

Due to stochastic fluctuations of occupied receptors, the

front of the cell may occasionally experience a ‘‘wrong’’

lower receptor occupancy than the back of the cell. The prob-

ability that the cell experiences a net positive signal in the

direction of the gradient is called Ppos and is given by

Ppos ¼ PðDR . 0Þ � PðDR , 0Þ ¼ Erf ½ðSNR=
ffiffiffi
2
p
�; (6)

where Erf is the error function.

We are especially interested in chemotaxis at threshold

gradients, where SNR and Ppos are expected to be small. The

inset of Fig. 2 reveals that Ppos reaches significant values at

rather low values of SNR. Thus, the probability that the front

of the cell measures a positive gradient is 0.2 at a SNR

of 0.15, i.e., when the noise is sevenfold larger than the

signal. Furthermore, the figure shows that Ppos is linear

with SNR for SNR , 0.7 with a slope of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=p

p
; i.e.,

Erf ½ðSNR=
ffiffiffi
2
p
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=p

p
SNR: We calculated Ppos as func-

tion of the distance from a pipette with 10�4 M cAMP for

different values of nonreceptor noise sB, sampling fold I,
and receptor property Rt/KD. Fig. 2 shows that with sB ¼ 0

and I¼ 1 (curve c), Ppos reaches half-maximal value of 0.5 at

a distance of ;300 mm from the pipette. At a nonreceptor

noise of 10 or 100 (curves a and b), half-maximal Ppos is

obtained much closer to the pipette. In contrast, increasing

the sampling fold I to 3 or 10 (curves d and e) leads to a

significant increase of Ppos, by which cells farther away from

the pipette may respond. Increasing the number of receptors

Rt or the affinity of the receptor 1/KD has the same effect as

increasing the sampling fold: the value of Ppos increases by

which cells may detect the cAMP gradient more easily. The

observed values for the chemotaxis index C are also pre-

sented in Fig. 2, demonstrating that the experimental data

exhibit the same distance-dependency as the calculated curves

for Ppos. This is especially valid far away from the pipette.

Closer to the pipette within a distance of ;150 mm, the

gradient becomes very steep, and consequently Ppos ap-

proaches 1.0, whereas the chemotaxis index increases slowly

from 0.8 to 0.9 but never reaches the value of 1. These results

suggest that in shallow gradients, the input signal for

chemotaxis is closely related to Ppos.

The calculations presented in Fig. 2 reveal that different

combinations of sB and I can explain the observed values of

the chemotaxis index in the pipette assay. The chemotaxis

data from the three different assays, exhibiting different

gradient properties, were used to obtain experimental esti-

mates for sB and I. For this, we assume C¼ Ppos and consider

only the conditions with SNR , 0.7, by which Erf ½ðSNR=ffiffiffi
2
p
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=p

p
SNR: Thus the assumptions are C ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=p

p
SNR and C,0:5; and with these assumptions it holds that

C ¼

DCRtffiffiffiffiffiffi
8p
p

KDffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s

2

B 1
CRt

KDI

r ; or rewritten

DC

C

� �2

¼ 8pKD

RtI
C 1

8pK
2

D

R
2

t

s
2

B: (7)

TABLE 1 Conditions for threshold chemotaxis (C ¼ 0.2)

Assay Condition C(nM) =C(pM/mm) =C/C (%/10 mm) R* =R*

Pipette 0.1 mM cAMP 30 mm 0.17 5.56 33.33 67 5.5

Pipette 1 mM cAMP 100 mm 0.50 5.00 10.00 199 5.0

Pipette 10 mM cAMP 210 mm 2.38 11.34 4.76 930 11.07

Pipette 100 mM cAMP 700 mm 7.14 10.20 1.43 2667 9.52

Small population 250 mm 6 nM 0.62 6.02 9.68 247 5.98

Small population 650 mm 300 nM 1.77 6.59 3.72 696 6.47

The conditions inducing threshold chemotaxis (C ¼ 0.2) were deduced from Fig. 1. The concentration C and the spatial gradient =C at the cells were

calculated using Eqs. A1–A6. R* is the total number of occupied receptors per cell, and =R* is the difference of occupied receptors between the front and

back half of the cell.
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A plot of ½DC=C�2versus C will yield a straight line with

slope 8pKD=RtI and intercept at the y axis of ð8pK2
D=R2

t Þs2
B:

The experimental data for threshold chemotaxis from Table 1

(C ¼ 0.2), and all experimental data with C , 0.5 are

presented in Fig. 3. The data are described accurately by a

straight line. From the slope, we calculated the sampling

fold, yielding I ¼ 1.82 (range 1.24–2.40; 95% confidence

limit). The nonreceptor noise was calculated from the in-

tercept with the ordinate, yielding sB ¼ 25.2 (range 15.6–

34.8). In this figure, we also plotted the calculated curve for

sB ¼ 0, which results in a significant less accurate fit of the

experimental data.

Now that we have estimates of all parameters of SNR, we

next investigated the relationship between the calculated Ppos

and the chemotaxis index C as measured in Fig. 1. Fig. 4

presents all observed chemotaxis data from the three assays

as a function of the calculated Ppos using the appropriate

equation for C and DC, all at I ¼ 1.8 and sB ¼ 25. The

results show a remarkable close correlation between Ppos and

C for all assay conditions. The curve is linear with slope 1 at

Ppos and C below 0.5, and levels off to C ¼ 0.8 when Ppos

approaches 1. The results strongly suggest that in shallow

gradients, the chemotaxis index depends largely if not solely

on Ppos, i.e., the probability that the half of the cell closer

to the cAMP source receives a stronger receptor signal than

the other half of the cell. Thus chemotaxis in shallow gradients

is well described by a biased random walk.

FIGURE 3 Plot of ½DC=C�2versus C to derive estimates for nonreceptor

noise sB and sampling fold I. The chemotaxis data of Fig. 1 and Table 1, and

the corresponding values of the cAMP concentration C and spatial gradient

=C were used. (Solid symbols) Chemotaxis data of Table 1 at C ¼ 0.2.

(Open symbols) All measured chemotaxis data of Fig. 1 at C , 0.5. Linear

regression of all data yields y ¼ 0.0345x 1 0.10; R2 ¼ 0.7423. The slope is

8pKD=RtI and yields I¼ 1.82 (range 1.24–2.40; 95% confidence limits); the

intercept with the ordinate is ð8pK2
D=R2

t Þs2
B and yields sB ¼ 25.2 (range

15.6–34.8). The dotted line is the linear regression for all data with sB ¼ 0,

yielding y ¼ 0.0516x, R2 ¼ 0.387.

FIGURE 2 Measured chemotaxis index, and calculated Ppos at different

distances from a micropipette containing 10�4 M cAMP. Ppos is the

probability that the cell senses a gradient toward the pipette, and was

calculated for different values of nonreceptor noise sB, sampling fold I, and

receptor property Rt/KD. (a) sB ¼ 100, I ¼ 1, Rt/KD ¼ 400; (b) sB ¼10, I ¼
1, Rt/KD ¼ 400; (c) sB ¼ 0, I ¼ 1, Rt/KD ¼ 400; (d ) sB ¼ 0, I ¼ 3, Rt/KD¼
400; or sB ¼ 0, I ¼ 1, Rt/KD ¼ 1200; (e) sB ¼ 0, I ¼ 10, Rt/KD ¼ 400; or

sB ¼ 0, I ¼ 1, Rt/KD ¼ 4000. The measured chemotaxis index (:) presents

the means and standard deviations of at least three independent experiments.

(Inset) Ppos calculated for different values of SNR.

FIGURE 4 Chemotaxis index as function of Ppos. The chemotaxis index

presented in Fig. 1 was determined with three assays using different ex-

perimental conditions. Equations A1–A6 were used to calculate the cAMP

gradient around the cell in these assays, and Eqs. A8 and A9 were used to

calculate Ppos, the probability that the cell senses a gradient toward the

source of cAMP. The data are shown for Ppos , 0.95. In shallow gradients,

when Ppos is small, the chemotaxis index is directly proportional to Ppos; in

steeper gradients, chemotaxis reaches a maximum of C ¼ 0.8 when Ppos

approaches 1. The dotted line is C ¼ Ppos(1–0.2 Ppos).
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DISCUSSION

Model for bias random walk

Dictyostelium cells in buffer extend a pseudopod on average

every ;30 s; a pseudopod has a lifetime of ;60 s. We suppose

that the time and place where a new pseudopod is made is

regulated by activators and inhibitors in the cytoplasm.

Alternatively, cells may extend a new pseudopod by splitting

of an existing pseudopod, and one of the pseudopodia is

stabilized and the other retracted (23), depending on the local

balance between activators and inhibitors. We envision that

cAMP receptor activation will influence the activity of one or

multiple of these activators and inhibitors, thereby affecting

the formation of new pseudopodia or stabilization of existing

pseudopodia. In a shallow gradient of cAMP, this will result in

a bias of the random formation of pseudopodia such that they

are made more often in the direction of the gradient than in

other directions. In such a probabilistic model for chemotaxis

in very shallow gradients, there in no a priory need for

gradient amplification steps.

Ppos, the probability to decipher a cAMP gradient

Dictyostelium cells are exquisitely sensitive to a spatial

gradient of cAMP. At threshold chemotaxis (C ¼ 0.2), the

minimal spatial gradient is ;5 pM/mm (Table 1), similar to

what has been observed previously with the small population

assay (3.6 pM/mm (8)) and microfluid devices (;3–5 pM/

mm (24)). The difference in receptor occupancy between the

two halves of the cell closest and farthest away from the

cAMP source is only 5–10 occupied receptors per cell at

threshold chemotaxis. We have analyzed chemotaxis in shal-

low gradients in the context of stochastic fluctuations of re-

ceptor occupancy, and derived an equation for Ppos, the

probability that in a cAMP gradient the front half of the cell

has higher receptor occupancy than the back half of the cell.

We observed a very close correlation between the calculated

Ppos values and the observed chemotaxis index. This close

correlation was obtained with several different chemotaxis

assays that depend either on the behavior of cell populations,

or on the behavior of individual cells in stable spatial gra-

dients or transient spatial gradients. These results suggest

that the probability that a cell makes a new pseudopod or

stabilizes an existing pseudopod in the direction of a shallow

cAMP gradient depends on the probability that the cell has

correctly determined the direction of the cAMP gradient.

Ppos depends on cAMP gradient, receptors,
nonreceptor noise, and sampling time

The value of Ppos depends on four parameters: the cAMP

gradient propertyDC=
ffiffiffiffi
C
p

; the receptor property Rt=KD; the

nonreceptor noise sB, and the sampling fold I. The obser-

vation that chemotaxis at low cAMP concentrations depends

on DC=
ffiffiffiffi
C
p

strongly supports the hypothesis that chemotaxis

in shallow gradients is mediated by stochastic fluctuations of

activated receptors. The
ffiffiffiffi
C
p

in the denominator is derived

from the receptor noise, whereas DC in the nominator is

derived from the signal: At low cAMP concentrations, the

difference in receptor occupancy between the front and back

of the cell is proportional to the absolute cAMP gradient DC
(Eq. 1). The dependence of chemotaxis on DC=

ffiffiffiffi
C
p

has been

observed before in experiments in which the chemotaxis

threshold was measured with increasing added background

cAMP concentrations (9). The experiments were interpreted

in the context of adaptation of the receptor to increasing back-

ground concentrations and not in the context of stochastic

fluctuations of receptor occupancy. That interpretation is

probably correct, because the applied background cAMP con-

centrations were very high (10�7–10�5 M), essentially oc-

cupying all receptors unless the affinity of the receptors was

changed by adaptation. These results suggest that chemotaxis

depends on DC=
ffiffiffiffi
C
p

; both at low receptor occupancy, due to

stochastic fluctuations of receptor occupancy, and at high

receptor occupancy, due to adaptation mechanisms.

Ppos, and thus chemotaxis, is proportional to
ffiffi
I
p
: The

sampling fold I is the number of independent measurements

of receptor occupancy, which depends on the sampling time

T and the lifetime tR of the cAMP-receptor complex as

described in Eq. 3. It is clear that chemotaxis will improve

when the sampling fold I is large, which will be the case

when the sampling time T is large or the lifetime tR of the

cAMP-receptor complex is small. However, the conse-

quence of a large sampling time T is that second messengers

that transduce the signal will diffuse and lose spatial in-

formation. In addition, a very short lifetime tR of the cAMP-

receptor complex will lead to a lower affinity of the receptor

for cAMP, which reduces the sensitivity to detect low

chemoattractant concentrations. Different kinetic forms of

the receptor have been observed, for which the lifetimes tR

of the active receptor have been obtained between 0.7 and

3.5 s (25,26). We derived the experimental value for sam-

pling fold I¼ 1.8. From Eq. 3, we derive that T/tR¼ 2.1, and

therefore the sampling time T of the receptor/second mes-

senger system is in the range of 1.5–7 s. It has been observed

that Dictyostelium cells can extend a pseudopod in the

direction of a micropipette with cAMP within ;5–10 s after

application of the cAMP gradient (27–29). The importance

of the sampling time for understanding the properties of the

transducing second messenger will be discussed below.

The probability to detect a spatial gradient of chemo-

attractant is reduced by nonreceptor noise, sB. The source of

nonreceptor noise can be a basal level of second messenger,

fluctuations in the second messenger response, and fluctu-

ations of the cAMP concentration in the vicinity of the re-

ceptor. We have not investigated the individual components

that lead to nonreceptor noise. We obtained the experimental

value for nonreceptor noise sB ¼ 25. How does this value

relate receptor noise sR? Equation 2 yields a receptor noise

sR of 25 with I ¼ 1.8 at R* ¼ 347 occupied receptors/cell,
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which will occur at a cAMP concentration of ;1 nM. Thus,

nonreceptor noise is very small, and above 1% occupancy of

the receptors, the noise in the system is already dominated by

receptor noise. This suggests that the second messenger

system that mediates chemotaxis shows significant increases

at very low cAMP concentrations, either because the system

is fully activated at low receptor occupancy, or because basal

levels of the second messenger are extremely low.

The transducing second messenger

We wish to deduce some general characteristics of a hy-

pothetical second messenger M that transduces the signal

from occupied chemoattractant receptors to activation of a

pseudopodium in Dictyostelium and other systems. It is

likely that the sampling time T is approximately equal to

lifetime tM of the second messenger, i.e., tM ¼ T. It is clear

that the sampling fold I can be large when the lifetime of the

second messenger tM is large. However, to transduce the

spatial information of occupied receptors to a local pseudo-

pod, the second messenger should not diffuse too far from its

place of production. On the other hand, mixing of second

messenger molecules in the vicinity of their place of syn-

thesis will reduce the temporal and spatial noise of the

system. A molecule M that diffuses through a medium where

it is degraded will have an average dispersal length lM from

the place of synthesis given by lM ¼ g
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DMtM

p
; where g is a

constant that depends on the dimensions (g ¼ 1, p/2, and 2

for diffusion in one, two, or three dimensions, respectively)

and DM is the diffusion rate constant of M (30). Pseudopodia

are protrusions of 2–4 mm in width. This suggests that the

optimal dispersion length of M is between 1 and 3 mm. With

these assumptions and g ¼ 1.5, it follows that 0:5 # DMtM

# 5: It is unlikely that the sampling time T and the lifetime of

the second messenger tM are larger than the time that it takes

for a cell to extend a pseudopod in the direction of the

chemoattractant, which is 5–10 s in Dictyostelium (27–29)

and 10–15 s in neutrophils (31,32), i.e., 3 # tM # 20: From

this, it follows that 0:1# DM # 2:
A second messenger that diffuses extremely slowly, such

as transmembrane proteins (g ¼ 1, Dm ¼ 0.03 mm2/s (11)),

may have a very long lifetime tM up to 300 s before it

diffuses outside the emerging pseudopod, and consequently

the sampling fold I can be large (Fig. 5). However, diffusion

is so slow that spatial integration of information over a

distance of 1 mm would take several minutes and is essen-

tially absent within the ;10 s time period that a cell extends

a pseudopod toward a chemoattractant source. With a second

messenger that diffuses somewhat faster, such as a phospho-

lipid (g ¼ 1.5, Dm¼ 1 mm2/s; (33,34)), spatial integration of

the activity of multiple receptors will occur over a distance of

1 mm in ;0.5 s, and over a distance of the emerging

pseudopod in ;4 s. In addition, the sampling fold I can be

.1, provided that the receptor dissociates fast with a lifetime

of ,;3s. With a second messenger that diffuses still faster,

such as soluble compounds like cAMP, cGMP, or IP3 (g ¼
2, Dm ¼ 300 mm2/s (35–37)), it is essentially impossible to

retain spatial information, unless the lifetimes of the second

messenger tM and the activated receptor tR are extremely

short, in the order of 30 ms.

In conclusion, the optimal second messenger for chemo-

taxis in eukaryotes has a lifetime of 3–20 s and diffuses with

a rate constant of ;1 mm2/s. To obtain a sampling fold above

1, the chemoattractant should be detected by a receptor that

has a lifetime of ;1 s. These properties allow for maximal

temporal and spatial integration of activated receptors and

minimal noise of stochastic receptor activation.

In Dictyostelium, the average lifetime of the cAMP-

receptor complex tR is ;0.7–3.5 seconds (25,26); similar

data have been obtained for the interaction between the

fMLP and its receptor on human neutrophils, showing

fMLP-receptor lifetimes between 0.5 and 3 s (38,39). Thus,

the observed parameters for Dictyostelium are I ¼ 1.8 (range

1.2–2.4) and tR ¼ 0.7–3.5 s, which yield a hypothetical

second messenger with a lifetime of tM ¼ 1.5–7 s and a

diffusion rate constant of DM ¼ 0.25–4 mm2/s. The lifetime

and diffusion rate constants of some potential second

messengers have been measured. Although soluble second

messengers such as cGMP and IP3 have the appropriate

lifetime (40,41), they diffuse too fast (35–37). In contrast,

FIGURE 5 Dispersion length of diffusing second messengers as func-

tion of their lifetime and diffusion rate constant. The dispersion length of

several potential second messengers was calculated with the equation

lM ¼ g
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DMtM

p
;where DM is the diffusion rate constants (D, in mm2/s), tM is

the lifetime of the second messenger, and g is between 1 and 2 depending on

the dimension of diffusion (g ¼ 1, 1.5, and 2 for receptor, lipid, and cGMP,

respectively). The shaded areas indicate the response time of a cell to extend

a pseudopod in the direction of a new gradient (;3–8 s (27–29,31,32)), and

the 1–3 mm size of a pseudopod, respectively. The intersection of these

shaded areas suggests that the transducing second messenger has a diffusion

rate constant of 0.2–2 mm2/s.
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membrane-bound second messengers have generally slow

diffusion (33,34) and some of them also short lifetimes (42).

The best candidate is PIP3, which perfectly fits in the bio-

physical profile: very low basal levels resulting in low

nonreceptor noise, rapid transient accumulation after cAMP

stimulation with a half-life of ;5 s, and a diffusion rate

constant of ;0.5 mm2/s, resulting in a dispersion length of

;2.5 mm (7,33,34,42). It should be mentioned, however,

that inhibition of PI3kinase has only moderate effects on

chemotaxis in Dictyostelium (29,43–45), suggesting that

other second messengers must be present that can take over

the function of PIP3 in PI3kinase-null cells. Alternatives are

the lipid products of PLC, PLA2, and PLD, or combinations

of these enzymes, such as diacylglycerol, fatty acids (e.g.,

arachidonic acid) and lysophospholipids (e.g., lysophospha-

tidic acid).

APPENDIX

Equations A1–A6

When a pipette filled with cAMP is inserted in a field of Dictyostelium cells,

cAMP will diffuse continuously from the pipette, leading a stable spatial

gradient of which the concentration C(x) and the spatial gradient =C(x) are

dependent on the distance (x) from the pipette according to

CðxÞ ¼ aCp

x
(A1)

and

=CðxÞ ¼ �aCp

x2 ; (A2)

where Cp is the cAMP concentration in the pipette and a is a proportionality

constant that depends on the geometry of the pipette and the applied

pressure; the experimentally observed value in our experiments is a ¼ 0.05

(see Materials and Methods). These equations are accurate descriptions of

the cAMP gradient at a distance beyond 15 mm from the pipette; at shorter

distances, more complex equations are required (M. Postma and P. J. M. van

Haastert, unpublished).

In the modified Zigmond chamber, cells are deposited under a bridge. A

cAMP gradient is formed by placing agar blocks with buffer on one side of

the bridge and an agar block with cAMP on the other side (20). After a while,

cells experience a gradient with the following properties (20):

CðxÞ ¼ Cs 1� x

L

� �
(A3)

and

=CðxÞ ¼ �Cs

L
; (A4)

where Cs is the cAMP concentration at the source, x is the distance from the

source (700 mm), and L is the width of the bridge (2000 mm).

The small population assay scores the chemotactic response of a pop-

ulation of cells toward a cAMP source that has been applied at some distance

away as a single dose. Due to diffusion in the agar, a transient cAMP

gradient is formed that is maximal with the following properties (8):

CðxÞ ¼ 0:49
r

3

x
3 Cd (A5)

and

=CðxÞ ¼ 2:44
r

3

x4 Cd; (A6)

where r is the radius of the cAMP droplet (150 mm), x is the distance

between cell population and cAMP source (250 or 650 mm), and Cd is the

applied cAMP concentration in the droplet. Note in these equations the

different order in x compared to the pipette assay, which is due to the single

dose of cAMP in the small population assay compared to continuous release

of cAMP from the pipette.

Equation A7

The difference in number of occupied receptors in the front half of the cell

directed toward the gradient and the back half of the cell is given by

DR
� ¼R

�
f � R

�
b ¼

1

2
Rt

C 1 1=4DC

C 1 1=4DC 1 KD

� 1

2
Rt

C� 1=4DC

C� 1=4DC 1 KD

: (A7a)

We are interested in chemotaxis at low cAMP concentrations (C� KD) in

shallow gradients (DC � C) for which it holds that C 1 1=4DC 1 KD and

C� 1=4DC 1 KD are approximately equal to C 1 KD: Therefore Eq. A7a

reduces to Eq. A7:

DR
� ¼ Rt

4

DC

C 1 KD

: (A7)

Equations A8 and A9

We assume that cAMP-binding to the receptor is a simple bimolecular

reaction with association rate k1C and dissociation rate k�1. The autocor-

relation of the total receptor occupancy for lag time t is given (46) by

ARRðtÞ ¼ Rtpopue
� jtjtR ; (A8a)

where Rt is the total number of receptors, po ¼ C=ðC 1 KDÞ denotes the

fraction of occupied receptors, pu ¼ KD=ðC 1 KDÞ denotes the fraction of

unoccupied receptors, and tR ¼ 1=ðk1C 1 k�1Þ denotes the macroscopic

time constant for the binding reaction. At zero lag time t ¼ 0, the value of

the autocorrelation function equals the variance of total receptor occupancy

s2
R� ¼ Rtpopu:

When the signal of occupied receptors is averaged over time, the filtered

signal RF(t) is the convolution with an averaging filter U(t) and the receptor

occupancy R*(t):

R
�
FðtÞ ¼

Z N

�N

R
�ðsÞUðs� tÞds; (A8b)

where U(t) is the rectangular filter with sampling time T:

UðtÞ ¼ 1

T
jtj, T

2

UðtÞ ¼ 1

2T
jtj ¼ T

2

UðtÞ ¼ 0 jtj. T

2
: (A8c)

The autocorrelation function of the filter U(t) is

AUUðtÞ ¼
T � jtj

T
2 jtj, T

AUUðtÞ ¼ 0 jtj$ T: (A8d)
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The autocorrelation function of the filtered signal is then given by the

convolution of the autocorrelation functions ARR and AUU:

AFFðtÞ ¼
Z N

�N

ARRðsÞAUUðs� tÞds: (A8e)

The variance of receptor occupancy s2
R�

F
during a sampling time T is then

given by the variance of the filtered signal:

s
2

R�F
¼ lim

t/0
AFFðtÞ

¼ 2

Z T

0

Rtpopue
� s

tR
T � s

T
2 ds

¼ Rtpopu

2tR

T
1� tR

T
1� e

� T
tR

� �h i
; (A8f)

which with s2
R� ¼ Rtpopu yields

s
2

R
�
F
¼ s

2

R�

I
; (A8g)

where

I ¼ T

2tR

1� tR

T
1� e

� T
tR

� �h i�1

: (A9)

Thus, the variance of total receptor occupancy after sampling s2
R�

F
is the

variance without sampling s2
R�divided by I, the sampling fold.

In our experiments, we are interested in the noise of the system in shallow

gradients at low cAMP concentrations (C � KD), which implies that pu ¼
1 and thus Rt po pu ¼ R*, and tR ¼ 1/k�1, the lifetime of the cAMP-receptor

complex. Therefore at low cAMP concentrations

s
2

R
�
F
¼ R�

I
: (2)
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